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EN BANC

Stock-broker and clientCarrying of stocks on marginAlleged instruc

tions by client to sellocks retained on brokers adviceAlleged
non-disclosure of brokers personal interest in stocks of same com
paniesBrokers duties and liabilities

The action was to recover balance claimed as owing by defendant to
firm of stock-brokers and now vested in plaintiff for commis

sions etc and moneys paid in the purchasing and seffing of stocks

for defendant Defendant claimed that in July 1930 when prices

were declining and he was being pressed for marginal protection he

told the brokers to sell out that if the stocks had been sold at that

time the account sued on would not have arisen that the brokers

advised him not to sell that it was on their advice that he subse

quently put up more moneys and endeavoured to hold the stocks

that unknown to defendant the brokers were interested in pools in

stocks of the same companies as those in whose stocks defendants

holdings largely consisted and by reason thereof were not in

position to give defendant independent and disinterested advice

There was conflicting evidence and much contention as to the

implications involved in and the inferences to be drawn from what

was proved In answers to questions the jury found that there was
lack of due skill and care by the brokers that this was in

not selling stock when requested that by reason thereof defendant

suffered loss equal to or exceeding the amount claimed against him
that defendant to the brokers knowledge was relying on their

advice and that their advice and their method of handling defend
ants account was not disinterested and in good faith Judgment dis

missing the action was reversed on appeal and defendant appealed

to this Court

Held There was evidence sufficient to support the jurys findings which

must therefore stand these indicated that they accepted defendants

evidence that he told the brokers to sell in July 1930 at which

time sale would have left him without any debit balance that the

brokers advised him not to sell and that he acted upon thir

advice which was not disinterested and in good faith As to
the brokers liability in law Having undertaken to advise they owed

duty to defendant to advise fully honestly and in good faith and
the non-disclosure of their own substantial interest in stocks of the

same companies as the stocks of defendant which he wanted to sell

was breach of duty for which the brokers were liable for any
damages consequently suffered by defendant while there was no
evidence that defendant would have taken different course had dis

closure been made yet once the interest was shewn to exist the
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l5 burden was on plaintiff to exonerate the brokers and establish that

the advice given and the mode of handling the account was not
GLENNIE

affected by the brokers very large interest in the pools the fullest

McD and clearest explanation for the non-disclosure rested upon plaintiff

HOLDINGS and was not given The judgment at trial dismissing the action

tim should be restored Judgment of the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia

en bane M.P.R 544 reversed

APPEAL by the defendant from the judgment of the

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia en bane which court

by its formal judgment allowed the plaintiffs appeal from

the judgment of Ross on the trial with jury dis

missing the action and set aside the findings and answers

of the jury and the judgment at trial and ordered judg

ment for the plaintiff for $136484.13 with interest The

action was to recover balance claimed to be owing by

defendant to firm of stock-brokers for work and labour

done as stock-brokers for defendant and at his request in

and about the purchasing and selling of stocks shares and

securities and for commission and brokerage and also for

moneys paid by the brokers at defendants request in the

purchasing and selling of stocks shares and securities for

the account of the defendant which claim had been vested

in the present plaintiff The material facts and circum

stances of the case and the questions in issue are suffi

ciently stated in the judgment now reported The appeal

to this Court was allowed and the judgment of the trial

Judge restored with costs throughout

Ralston K.C for the appellant

Lovett K.C and Mclnnes for the respondent

The judgment of the court was delivered by

DAvIs J.This is an appeal from the judgment of the

Supreme Court of Nova Scotia en bane allowing the appeal

of the plaintiff McD Holdings Limited from the

judgment dismissing the action after trial with jury

before the Honourable Mr Justice Ross The Court en

banc under the judgment appealed from gave judgment

for the plaintiff respondent against the defendant ap
pellant for the sum of $136484.13 with interest

M.P.R 544 1934 D.L.R 360 For supplementary judg

ment as to the effect of the judgment see said reports at 561 and 373

respectively it is also set out in the judgment now reported
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The action was brought by the respondent against the 95

appellant for the sum of $148484.13 and interest which GLENNIE

the respondent claimed was the balance owing by the appel-

lant to the firm of McDougall Cowans stock brokers HOINGS
for work and labour done by said McDougall Cowans as

stock brokers for the appellant and at his request in and DavisJ

about the purchasing of stocks shares and securities and

for commission and for brokerage and also for moneys
paid by McDougall Cowans at the request of the appel
lant in the purchasing and selling of stocks shares and

securities for the account of the appellant The respondent
further claimed that receiving order under the provisions

of the Bankruptcy Act had been made on the 5th day of

October 1931 against said McDougall Cowans and that

by judgment of the Superior Court of the Province of

Quebec Bankruptcy Division dated the 11th day of

March 1932 the property and assets of McDougall
Cowans in bankruptcy including the claim alleged in the

present action were vested in the respondent The said

judgment in the bankruptcy court had approved scheme

of arrangement the proposal for which is Exhibit AA12
Under paragraph of this proposal all the property

of McDougall Cowans vested in the realization company
the present respondent

The statement of defence alleged that McDougall
Cowans were the confidential advisers of the appellant

in connection with the purchase and sale of the stocks

shares and securities that unknown to the appellant

McDougall Cowans were interested in pools in shares of

International Nickel Limited and Brazilian Traction Light
Heat Power Company which were the stocks which the

appellant very largely held and by reason thereof were

not in position to give the appellant independent and
disinterested advice that the said McDougall Cowans
advised the appellant from time to time not to sell his

stocks shares and securities that said McDougall
Cowans failed to sell stocks shares and securities when
intructed so to do by the appellant that the appel
lant relied upon the advice given by McDougall Cowans
not to sell such stocks shares and securities that the

loss for which the respondent is suing in the present action

arose from the sale of stocks shares and securities which

was wrongful inasmuch as the same could have been resold
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125 without loss if McDougall Cowans advice to and their

GLENNE handling of the account of the appellant had been dis

interested and in good faith

HoDINas By an interlocutory order made by Mr Justice Graham

in Chambers it was ordered that the respondent be at

DavisJ
liberty to prove by affidavit the facts in connection

with the purchase and sale of the stocks shares and securi

ties the disbursements made by McDougall Cowans
that the stocks shares and securities were purchased

and/or sold at the request of the appellant that the

moneys alleged to be paid by McDougall Cowans were

paid at the request of the appellant that the com
mission and brokerage charges were proper charges that

the rates of exchange were at the then prevailing rates

and that the appellant was entitled to the credits set

out in the statement of claim The respondent put in

evidence at the trial of this action affidavits in compliance

with the said order The particulars of the respondents

claim are contained in Exhibit S/C

The action came on for trial before Mr Justice Ross with

jury The learned trial judge put the entire case to the

jury in series of questions to which with the answers

given by the jury shall refer later

The evidence in this case reveals the course of specula

tion on the stock market immediately before and after the

commencement in the autumn of 1929 of the period of

world-wide depression The appellant was lumber opera

tor actually engaged in the woods at considerable distances

from the city of Halifax In March 1926 he opened

marginal trading account with McDougall Cowans stock

brokers of Montreal through their Halifax office By

January 1929 his cash deposits had only aggregated

$9482.18 and yet it is admitted that by that date he

could have taken out of the market in profits an amount

of approximately $600000 He knew that at the time

but chose to remain in the market rather than sell with

the result that by September 1931 all his remaining stocks

in the account had been forced to sale by his brokers or

their bankers and on October 1931 the brokers

McDougall Cowans went into bankruptcy The appel

lants account on their books showed debit of $148484.13

and this notwithstanding the fact that the appellant had
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actually paid in an endeavour to protect his account 1935

amOunts aggregating nearly $80000

The assets of the brokerage house were in the course of GLENNIE

administration by bankruptcy transferred with the ap- McD
proval of the court to joint stock company incorporated

HoDINos
and organized for the benefit of creditors The company
then commenced this action as assignee of the alleged in-

Davis

debtedness of the appellant to the brokers to recover the

alleged indebtedness of the appellant in connection with

the purchase and sale of the stocks and for commissions

interest etc

The main defence of the appellant was that through

negligence and breach of duty on the part of the brokers

he had suffered ioss in excess of the alleged indebtedness

and that the one set off the other Shortly stated his

contention was that after paying in substantial amounts

to protect his account in rapidly falling market total

of $68883.86 down to and including July 1930 of which

sum $13096.65 were the proceeds of life insurance to the

knowledge of the brokers he reached point about the

middle of July 1930 when he made up his mind to take

his loss and sell out his account He swears definitely that

he told Peebles the manager of the Halifax office of

McDougall Cowans with which he had his account to

sell out the account It is common ground that the account

was not closed out at that time and it is not in dispute

that if the account had been closed out by sale of the

stocks in July 1930 when the appellant says he told the

brokers to sell there would have been no loss except the

amount he had already paid in The debit and credit would

have about balanced perhaps with eight to ten thousand

dollars to the appellants credit summary of the

acco.unt as at July 15 1930 shows an equity of $10494.59
as at July 20 1930 an equity of $12699.59 as at July

25 1930 an equity of $10832.59 and at July 31 1930
an equity of $3318.92 The appellant says that the fact

is that he was prevailed upon by the brokers to hang
on to his stocks and he did so upon the advice which

they gave him with the result which followed that he

not only lost what he subsequently put up as further

margins $5000 on July 26 1930 $4000 on October

1930 and $500 on April 21 1931 but incurred debit
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i95 balance of over $148000 which amount the respondent

GLENIIE seeks to recover against him in this action

McD From the opening of the account in March 1926 the

HoNos appellant says he purchased from time to time on the

advice of the brokers various stocks until he was holding
DavisJ

in May 1929 24 different stocks From May 1929 to

January 1930 he says he sold on the advice of the brokers

17 of these stocks leaving his account then concentrated in

stocks and that by the end of January 1930 he had

sold on the brokers advice of these stocks which

left him at that time with his entire account concern

trated in three stocks Brazilian Nickel and Radio No

stocks were purchased by the appellant at any time after

April 1930 in which month he purchased on the advice

of the brokers he says more Brazilian and more Radio

That was the state of the account when in July 1930

the appellant says he definitely told the brokers to sell

but was prevailed upon by their advice not to do so The

appellant now alleges that the advice then given him was

tainted by personal interest on the part of the brokers

which they did not disclose to him and which was not at

any time before bankruptcy known to him this interest

being that the brokers were personally involved as result

of pools in which partners of the firm were largely con

cerned and which accounts were carried by the firm in

liability of more than eight millions of dollars in the first

two named stocks Brazilian and Nickel Statements of

these pool accounts are shown at pages 238 and 239 of

the case The total figures in Brazilian at July 31 1930

were $4161443.09 and in Nickel on the same date

$4159273.30 The appellant points to the letter of July

16 1930 from the brokers to himself in which they siig

gest that he reduce his holdings by the sale of Radio while

silent as to Brazilian and Nickel as significant piece of

evidence in support of his allegation against the brokers

The respondent on the other hand says that the appel

lant was competent business man of wide experience with

large dealings during several years with other brokers as

well as McDougall Cowans that he was very familiar

with the stock market its fluctuations and losses and exer

cised at all times his own judgment The respondent says

that when the appellant was told by McDougall Cowans
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in January 1929 that he could sell out with profit of 1935

nearly $600000 but preferred to stay in the market he GLENNIE

showed himself to be man of highly speculative nature McDC
and one who did exactly what he wanted to do without HOLDINGS

reference to the advice of his brokers that when in July

1930 he says he told the brokers to sell he only told them DavisJ

that if he did by way of disgruntled acquiescence in

their statement to him that if he did not put up more

margin they would have to sell him out The interpreta

tion put upon his words by counsel for the respondent
without admitting that the words were used is Well sell

me outif you insist upon itI cant give you the margin

you say must give you to prevent sale The re

spondent says that the appellant not only desired to stay

in the market in July 1930 for he had hopes it would

right itself and he could save himself some of his losses

but that the subsequent deposits made by him to the

credit of the account on July 26 1930 October 1630
and April 21 1931 evidenced his desire to hold his stocks

and prevent forced sale of them on rapidly falling

market The respondent treats the fact of the heavy

obligations of the brokers in connection with the two

stocks Brazilian and Nickel as evidence that the brokers

had great confidence in these two stocks themselves or they

would not have been involved in them to the extent they

acknowledge they were and that when the brokers advised

the appellant from time to time they gave him the same
advice that they were acting upon themselves

It would be useless to detail the mass of evidence given

at the trial Each story taken separately is in itself

convincing story but when you hear both stories together

you realize that the difficulty lies not so much on the facts

as in the implications involved in and the inferences to

be drawn from the proved facts There is reallyvery little

substantial dispute as to the facts The correspondence

between the parties over period of years the circulars

issued by the brokers from time to time and the different

conversations related in the evidence are taken by the

parties and interpreted from the different points of view

The difficulty in the case does not lie so much in the facts

as in the inferences that may fairly and reasonably be

drawn from them The whole matter was left to the jury
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1935 and on their answers to specific questions the learned trial

GiNu judge entered judgment dismissing the action with costs

McD Bearing in mind that the respondent sued for $148484.13

HOLDINGS as the balance of the account after all the stocks had been

sold and the fact that the appellant swore definitely that

DavisJ in July 1930 when the sale of his stocks would admittedly

have left no debit balance he told the brokers to sell hut

was prevailed upon to remain in the market we turn to

the questions and answers to the jury which were as

follows

Was there lack of due skill and care on the part of

McDougail Cowans in handling defendants accounts

Yes

If so in what respect

In not selling stock when requested

If your answer to is in the affirmative then state what

loss if any the defendant suffered by lack of such care and skill

148OOO or more
Was defendant to McDougall Cowans knowledge relying on

the latters advice as to buying and selling stocks

Yes

Was McDougall Cowans advice given to defendant and

their method of handling defendants account disinterested and in good

faith

No

It is to be observed that while counsel for the appellant

suggested slightly different wording for the questions

counsel for the respondent took no objection whatever to

the form of the questions though contending that the case

shohid not be given to the jury

The respondent appealed to the Supreme Court of Nova

Scotia en banc Written reasons for judgment were de

livered Mr Justice Graham did not see any sufficient

grounds for setting aside the answers to sub-questions

and of the first question Reading them together he

thought the jury found as they fairly might that there was

lack of due care in not selling defendants stock when told

to do so The answers to the second and third questions

constituted in his view defence to the action without

any support from the answers to the first question If the

brokers in advising the defendant and in doing his business

acted in bad faith against his interest their conduct would

be fraudulent and they ought not to recover He thought

the finding in answer to the.second question that the de

M.P.R 544 D.L.R 360
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fendant acted upon the advice of the brokers could not be 1936

set aside As to the third question he could not see how GLENN
the jury could reasonably find that the brokers advised McDC
or acted dishonestly The fact that the defendant accepted HoLDINGs

the situation when he found that the brokers had not sold

his stock does not necessarily absolve them from liability
DavisJ

for loss up till that time but it prevents him from getting

damages which accrued afterwards The jury in fixing the

damages at the amount claimed by the plaintiff and allo

cating it to single negligent omission of the brokers
instead of to the general negligence which might be found

to be disclosed were probably confused by the form in

which the questions were submitted In his view the

answer to question as set down and allocated should

be set aside Upon the whole however Mr Justice

Graham thought the result of the trial to be unsatisfactory

and that it was case in which the court in its discretion

might properly order new trial

Mr Justice Carroll took the view that the plaintiff cOuld

only succeed on the appeal if the answers to the questions

submitted to the jury could not stand and the answers

could only be set aside if they were such answers as reason

able men could not reasonably find on the evidence After

briefly dealing with the evidence he reached the conclusion

that there was evidence which justified the jury making
the answers which they did to questions and The

answer to the third question presented some difficulties

Mr Justice Carroll He concluded that the proper and

reasonable inference for jury to draw from the evidence

especially where there was no explanation of the non
disclosure was that the brokers were not disinterested in

giving their advice to the defendant and in handling his

account Having regard to the relationship of the parties

he thought that the brokers had disqualified themselves

from acting impartially and that there was lacking that

element of good faith which the law requires to be present

throughout transactions of this kind The brokers had

withheld from the defendant the fact that they were in
terested in certain stocks and that was equivalent to mis
representation regarding very essential and material fact

Mr Justice Carroll did not see the reason for putting ques
tion to the jury The defendant was not seeking

damages but setting up defence to the claim and if the

965332
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jury was justified upon the evidence to give the answers

GLENNIE they did then the defendant had made good defence He

McD would dismiss the appeal with costs

HoLrnNcs Mr Justice Doull with whom Mr Justice Hall con

curred wrote lengthy judgment reviewing the evidence

DavsJ the judges charge the answers of the jury to the ques

tions submitted and discussed the authorities which he

thought applicable to the facts He dealt with one phase

of the action which was again pressed before us but which

shall pass over for the moment that is the question

whether or not the brokers had been in position to make

delivery to the defendant of the shares in view of the evi

dence that these shares had been re-pledged by the brokers

to their bankers Dealing with the answers of the jury

he held that the answer to the first question should be set

aside upon the ground that there was no foundation in the

evidence of an order to sell the failure to comply with

which would give rise to an action for damages Nor did

the defendant regard the failure to sell as any breach of

instructions because he wrote on October 1930

certainly appreciate what you have done for me in carry

ing the burden through this period of depression and

sent cheque for $4000 In any case the defendant re

voked any order he had given to sell for within few days

after the alleged conversation i.e on July 26 1930 he

paid $5000 These acts in the view of Mr Justice Doull

undoubtedly ratified the action of McDougall Cowans

in continuing the account As to the answer to the

second question that the defendant to the knowledge of

McDougall Cowans was relying on the latters advice

as to buying and selling stocks he thought that if the

word relying meant that the defendant bought the

stocks which he did buy and sold the stocks he did sell

because of advice which the brokers gave him there is

evidence to support the finding although there is great

deal of evidence to show that the defendant was always

exercising his own judgment also There is evidence that

the defendant held on after the stocks had badly slumped

because of the advice of Percy Cowans one of the partners

Under the circumstances the defendant was entitled to

have disinterested and bona fide advice There was no

evidence however that McDougall Cowans were engaged

as the defendants condential adviser or that their
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relationship to him was different from that which existed i95

between them and their other clients and certainly no GNN
evidence whatever that they were to do the buying or McD.J
selling without his orders Then as to whether or not HOLDINGS

the advice given was bona fide and disinterested There

was ample evidence that the brokers knew that the do- Davis

fendant was acting to some extent at any rate on their

advice It was not in most cases advice given to him

individually and not advice which was paid for Mr
Justice Doull did not think that any great fault should

be found with the advice given by McDougall Cowans

as to buying and that the defendant did not always follow

the brokers advice as to selling He thought there was

no evidence that the defendant followed their advice at all

He thought the advice given by Mr Percy Cowans was
reasonable advice He could find no evidence of bad fiith

on the part of the brokers and while he thought it clear

enough that the defendant could be successful in the

absence of actual fraud or actual bad faith if the brokers

were guilty of negligence under the circumstances of the

relationship between the parties he thought that the lack

of due skill and care which the jury found to be not
selling stock when requested precluded the finding of

negligence on other grounds The jury having found as

they did he saw no necessity for sending the case back

for another trial and was of opinion that the defence had
failed and that judgment should be entered for the plain
tiff for the amount of its claim which was as above stated

$148484.13 and interest

To summarize these conclusions of the members of the

Appeal CourtGraham would order new trial Carroll

would affirm the judgment dismissing the action while

Hall and Doull would set aside the findings and enter

judgment for the amount of the plaintiffs claim

After the reasons for judgment of the members of the

Appeal Court were given and filed counsel for the re
spondent applied to the Court for formal order allowing

the respondents appeal and giving judgment for the

claimant with costs The Court reserved judgment on that

application and subsequently supplementary judgment
was given and filed in the following terms

The opinion of the majority of the Court Graham dissenting
is that the effect of the judgment is that the appeal is allowed

965332
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1935 Counsel for plaintiff intimated that he was willing that the amount
of the claim should be reduced by $1000 to meet the finding in the

LENNIE
judgment of Graham

McD The amount will be reduced accordingly

HOLDINGS On the same date the Court granted formal order

directing judgment for the plaintiff in the sum of $136-
Davis

484.13 with interest We are without the benefit of the

explanation for this conclusion of the appeal in view of

the written reasons for judgment of the several members

of the Court But it is from the judgment of the Court

and not from the reasons that an appeal lies

The defendant appeals Counsel on each side reviewed

the evidence in careful detail drawing different inferences

and finding different implications from the same facts It

must be plain however that it was the peculiar function

of the jury on the whole evidence to reach their own

conclusions and if there is evidence to support their

answers they must stand

now turn to consideration of the evidence that may
be regarded as the basis of the jurys answers The appel
lant swore definitely that he told Peebles the Halifax

manager of McDougall Cowans in the middle of July

1930 to sell out his stocks On July 1930 the appel
lant remitted to the brokers $10055.91 On July 16 1930
Peebles wrote the appellant

The anticipated check on my extension to you of the privilege of

holding your stocks without marginal protection came to-day

am directed to state when full margin may be expected on your

account It is suggested that the firm has handled your account very

generously thrcugh the depression am told that 7000 shares of stock

is more than we can reasonably be expected to carry for any account

without marginal protection

They ask that if you are unable to finance the account further now

you will reduce your holdings on this rally which in the case of Radio

is nearly ten points

Kindly let me have your decision at your earliest convenience as

am required to present my report to the head of the firm

At this time on the basis of thirty per cent marginal re

quirements the account stood with $62000 shortage of

margin and the appellants equity was $10494.59 The

appellant says that in July 1930 Peebles began to call

him up quite often The appellant swore
could not put up much more was pretty well exhausted

financially when he called up that time told him he would

have to sell the account and told him to sell it When told

him to sell the account out that day there was not much more said

after told him to sell out that could not put up any more and
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the conversation ended The receiver was hung up Very shortly after- 1935

wards got another call saying it was too bad to sell the stocks now as

they thought they would soon come back He said he thought
Gi.aNNIE

should do something as it would only be in my favour to try and help MCD
the account out told him didnt like the idea but at the same time HoLDINGs

would think the matter over and think went down to Halifax after LTD

that and talked the matter over and he advised me to try and put up DJ
some more and hold the account

The appellant fixes the date of the receipt of the letter

of July 16 1930 as the time Peebles called him up for

more money and he told him
cannot give you any more told him to sell me out

On cross-examination as to the payment of $5000 on July

26 1930 the appellant swore that Peebles

kept calling me and said had better hang on and probably it would

work out for me the best by supporting the account some and did not

like it said didnt like it However later on agreed to do what

could said will do what can will do my best for you will

try and get you some more dont know how got it through the

bank or somehow but got it for them

The appellants son Don Glennie swore that he heard

his father tell Peebles to sell out and fixes the conversa

tion between the middle and the latter part of July 1930

Peebles recalled in rebuttal and examined in chief swore

he never received any instructions from Glennie to sell

his account but in the cross-examination he gives the

following evidence

Am correct in assuming that it is quite possible that there may
have been discussions with Mr Glennie with regard to selling

Yes he spoke about it very often

And you discussed it with him
Yes sir

And it is possible that in those conversations he may have said

guess the best thing for me to do is to sell out
He may have suggested that

Some argument was directed to us on the assumption

that there was difficulty in understanding exactly what the

jury meant in their answer to the first question In not

selling stock when requested It was contended that

requested was not word of instruction or direction

and was something different from finding that the appel
lant had ordered the brokers to sell do not think

that any such distinction can be made The learned trial

judge in his charge to the jury used the word requested
in discussing the sale of stocks by broker when under-

margined and that may account for the jury using the

word In any case the word is more than one of assent
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lJ35 and the jury in effect found that the customer told the

GLENNIE brokers to sell his stocks and that they did not do so

Mcfl Counsel for the respondent argues that even if that find

Hoas ing is well founded the appellant subsequently cancelled

DJ his request put up more moneys and endeavoured as best

he could to avoid liquidation of his stocks on the falling

market There can be no doubt that he did but that does

not answer the appellants charge that he did so at the

insistence of the brokers and upon their advice and that

this advice was neither disinterested nor in good faith in

that the brokers were themselves involved in liabilty at

the time in Brazilian and Nickel to the extent of over eight

million dollars as mentioned above and that when the

brokers undertook to advise him not to sell they should

have disclosed to him their personal interest in the two

stocks in question

It is contended by the appellant that from July 1930

onwards there was consistent and continuous policy or

system on the part of the brokers to advise their cus

tomers and in particular the appellant not to sell out

Brazilian and Nickel and that this policy was prompted

by the very heavy interest of the brokers in these two

stocks There is no explicit evidence of this and the ques

tion is whether or not it may be fairly and reasonably in

ferred from the evidence There is letter of August 28

1930 from the brokers to the appellant stating that it is

imperative that they have further support for his account

in view of the continuing weakness in the Canadian

market

If you decide to hold your present stocks it will be necessary to

make further deposit in your account If this is not possible at the

present time reduction of 1000 shares will be accepted as temporary

reduction This has been decided on by the firm but we will wait

reasonable time for your instructions

The respondent emphasizes the suggested reduction of

1000 shares in the account and the appellant emphasizes

the statement of the necessity to make further deposit

in the account This letter is rather typical of all the

correspondence in that counsel find different implications

and draw different inferences from the same letter Then

on September 1930 the Halifax office of the brokers sent

to the appellant as they did to their customers generally

circular letter In this circular the brokers said that the
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reports from Montreal and New York indicated that the i95

turning movement predicted for the stock market was then GLENNIE

in progress and stated that while financial statements for McD
the third quarter of the year were discouraging and Eoas
financial publications for the most part pessimistic the

situation in 1921 was almost parallel and writings almost Davisj

identical with the market conditions and financial litera

ture at the time of the circular and that there followed

during the seven years after 1921 the greatest market in

history The brokers then expressed their attitude on the

high grade stocks which in their judgment would make

outstanding progress if bought around current prices and

held for the better times Particular reference was made in

this circular to Brazilian and Nickel As to Brazilian the

circular concludes

During the present year there should be another surplus to strengthen

the equity behind the common stock

and as to Nickel

we believe this company is only on the threshold of its

career

The closing paragraph of the circular states

Our recommendations also include Dominion Bridge and Shawinigan

Water Power Co all of which we believe will sell much higher

subject of course to market fluctuations

Then on September 25 1930 Peebles writes to the

appellant expressing regret at the pressure he is compelled

to put on the appellant to strengthen your account

with conditions as they are am afraid every day that my
chief will sell your accouat out and if he decides on that there is no

appeal The idea of carrying about 6000 shares of stock for any client

without margin is unheard of and there is no protection in your account

at present prices

We were given to understand that you would turn over some funds

in August The fact that nothing came was very embarrassing to me
have now reported that you expect to make deposit the first of October

If you are not able to raise more funds to support your holdings it

looks as if some of them will have to go at very bad time Please

keep me posted on your prospects

Then on October 1930 the appellant writes to the

brokers enclosing his cheque for $4000 and says
certainly appreciate what you have done for me in carrying the

burden through this period of depression and always want you to feel

that am trying to do my best to help out As get hold of some

payments due me will send you further amounts and try to hold down

until the market improves

That letter is taken by the respondent as evidencc that the

appellant was hanging on to his stocks at his own free
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19 will and inconsistent with his position in this action that

GLENNIE he was over-reached by the brokers and persuaded by them

McD to remain in the market The appellant on the other

HOLDINGS hand contends that the letter must be read in the light of

the non-disclosure to him by the brokers of their substan

DavisJ tial personal and adverse interest in the particular stocks

held by him

On October 1930 Peebles writes the appellant as

follows

My head office to-day notified me by wire that they would require

substantial liquidation of your debit balance The conditions under

which we are labouring to-day being so full of uncertainties that the

loan in your account is considered unsafe

Your account requires to-day fifty thousand dollars $50000 protec

tion and we are unable to carry the account without substantial

deposit as protection

At that time the sale of the stocks would have involved

loss to the appellant of approximately $100000 Ob

viously alarmed with the situation he went to Montreal

and interviewed Mr Percy Cowans one of the senior part

ners of the firm of brokers on October 1930 take the

following from the direct examination of the appellant at

the trial with reference to this interview

Tell us the substance of the conversation you had with him
told him had come to see him about this account told

him had the account been sold out as clireced in July it would have

been much better for me would not be where was now it had shrunk

off quite lot told him that didnt know much about these stocks

relied on them entirely for information to keep me posted and

took their advice from the time started the account to where it was

now and he told me he said you have good stocks Mr Glennie dont

be afraid of those stocks those stocks he said will go higher He said

will tell you right now Brazilian will go to $100 per share He said

as regards Nickel he said have been up over the International Nickel

plant many times know it he says all over have been through it

and know its resources and know what it can make He took his

pencil and on the counter right on his desk and figured up to me wkat

great resources there were in Nickel and what great prospects and what

great paying power it had He said Nickel will go to $100 and ho said

Brazilian will do the same and he said will carry those stocks for

you until they come back because know what am talking about

when am telling you about these stocks

What did you say to that

said dont know would rely on what he said He said if

you can give us any assistance to help us along it will be much better

but he said will carry the stocks for you because know they will

come back

Now at that time you discussed with him proposition about the

bank about some stocks the bank were carrying

told him had some stocks held by the Bank of Montreal

that owed them an account there
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Yes go ahead 195

told him that the stocks held would pay off both him and the

bank as near as could tell and thought could get the bank
GLENNiE

release the stock provided they paid my account off so he asked me McD
to go to the bank and get list of the stock and went to the Bank HoLDINGs

of Montreal in Montreal and got the manager to take list of the stocks LTD

off and brought them to Mr Cowans and he took list off in his office
DV1SJ

He said these are all good stocks Mr Glennie and it is shame to sell

them now they will everyone come back He said did the bank question

you and said not at all but thought would hand them over to you

and clean up both accounts

What do you mean by that

Clean his account off and the banks both

You mean by selling the stock

Yes He said no sir will not press you for my account will

carry it for you and he said take them back to the bank and hand them

back to them for dont want them or he said they could keep the stock

What did you say to that what was your decision and what did

you say

Well took him at his word and told him would rely on

his advice entirely

In cross-examination upon this interview the appellant

repeats substantially the same statement In October

1930 Brazilian was selling at $25 and Nickel at $17

Mr Cowans was not called as witness at the trial

and no explanation is offered for his not being called The

evidence of the appellant as to that interview was uncon

tradicted The jury may have thought it significant that

no further deposit was made by the appellant except

payment of $500 on April 21 of the next year 1931

On February 1931 Peebles wrote to the appellant as

follows

Not having heard from you since your last visit to Halifax we are

writing to let you know that head office is constantly inquiring as to

when we may expect payment on account from you While we may
hold your stock for some time at present prices the future chances of

holding your account depends of course upon the assistance you give

us in supporting your stocks in the meantime

And again on February 18 1931 Peebles wrote to the

appellant as follows

The head offlce is making constant demands upon me for some
action on your account as the absence of any deposits whatever since

last fall is creating very unfortunate impression trust that you will

be able to make deposit shortly as feel that anything you get now
would be greatly to your advantage

Peebles admitted that his firm were advising the hold

ing of Brazilian and Nickel in 1931 based on Mr Cowans

opinion very largely and that he did not know when

advising the appellant that partners of his firm with others
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195 were interested in Brazilian and Nickel to the extent of

GLENNIE millions of dollars in accounts carried by the firm as dis

McD closed at the trial

Hoos On November 1930 the brokers sold out all the Radio

The loss represented by the difference between the cost

DavisJ and the amount realized on Radio was $50090.50 The

appellant was then entirely in Brazilian and Nickel

On May 19 1931 the brokers sold 1000 shares of

Brazilian at 13- In April 1930 these shares had cost

50 to 54 On the same day they sold 1000 Nickel at 12

The last 1000 shares of Nickel had been bought on Janu

ary 28 1929 at 68

On May 28 1931 Peebles wrote the appellant asking for

$10000 as margin

On September 24 1931 the bankers of the brokers sold

all the then remaining stocks of the appellantat least

the brokers treated part of the shares pledged by them to

and sold by the bank on that day as his shares Mr
Russell Cowans deposed to the sales by their bankers dur

ing the month of September 1931 and stated that

the proceeds of such sales were apportioned pro rata by McDougall

Cowans to the accounts of those clients who were under the market

and as result of this apportionment the account of the said

Glennie was credited with the sale price of 560 shares of International

Nickel

and similarly with the sale price of 2721 shares of

Brazilian which entries appear in the appellants account

of September 28 1931 and September 26 1931 respect

ively The bankruptcy of the brokers then ensued on

October 1931

It is easy to draw inferences and the court must guard

against inferences being drawn that cannot fairly and

reasonably be drawn from the evidence but think the

jury were entitled upon the evidence in this case to make

the findings they did Counsel for the respondent urged

upon us that the different questions and answers must be

separated and considered singly and from that point of

view he argued having regard to the charge of the learned

trial judge that all the findings of negligence must be

taken to be contained in the answer to question and

that the answer to question negatived negligence But

in complicated case such as this if the trial judge in his

discretion thinks it fit case for jury and leaves the
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whole case to the jury as was done here we must read

the questions and answers together as far as practicable to GLENNIE

ascertain the true meaning and effect of the jurys find- McD
ings Treated in that manner and having regard to the Howos
evidence think the jurys answers clearly indicate that

they accepted the appellants evidence that he told the DavisJ

brokers to sell him out in July 1930 at which time it

was admitted sale would have left him without any debit

balance that he was advised by the brokers against taking

this course that he acted upon their advice which was
not disinterested and in good faith that in conse

quence thereof he ended his speculations with loss in his

account of $148484.13 That think is fair interpre
tation of the jurys answers and while jury might well

have taken contrary view of the evidence there was evi

dence which if believed was sufficient to support the find

ings

In considering the answer to question we should recall

the language of the learned trial judge in submitting that

question to the jury
In word what defendant says is that there came time in the

negotiations when McDougall Cowans were acting dishonestly with

him that they were acting in bad faith Now if you find that McDougall
Cowans were acting in bad faith you will answer that question Yes

but let me suggest to you that when you are considering that question

you ought to be able to say just at what time this bad faith began
when did McDougall Cowans commence to use somewhat sang

expression to put one over on the defendant Not when they bought
the stocks for the defendant Not during the whole of t9Z7 and 1928
and up to the time in 1929 when this defendant had clear profit of

five or six hundred thousand dollars There was no talk about bad faith

then although during that time McDougall Cowans held large quan
tities of Brazilian and International Nickel

In deciding that question of bad faith you can hardly base your find

ing on any one particular fact in the case but you must review the

transactions between the parties it seems to me from beginning to end

The respondent contends in any event that the appel
lant subsequently to July 1930 acquiesced in the suggested

concellation of his order to sell and waived his request

relying upon the subsequent marginal deposits made by
the appellant July 26 $5000 October $4000 April

21 1931 $500 and that the damages if any should have

been assessed at the difference in the value of the stocks

between the date of the alleged breach of duty in not sell

ing and the date of the alleged waivera difference of only
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aa few thousand dollars apparently covered by the re

GLENNIE spondents consent in the Court of Appeal to reduction

McD of $12000 But having regard to the evidence of the

Hoinucas appellant of the advice he was given by Peebles in July

1930 and to the uncontradicted evidence of the appellant

DavisJ of the statements made and advice given to him by Mr

Percy Cowans in Montreal on October 1930 and to the

letters and circular from the brokers to the appellant subse

quently to the middle of July 1930 the jury was entitled

to reach the conclusion that the appellants course of con

duct from and after his request to the brokers to sell in

July 1930 was predicated upon the advice of the brokers

The jurys findings read as whole indicate that such was

the conclusion they reached The inference the jury drew

it seems to me was that the subsequent demands either

to liquidate or to put up furtber margins were intended

to draw out more money from the appellant to support

his account rather than to induce the sale of the stocks

That is an inference which think the jury could very

properly draw from the evidence and taken with the

fact of the non-disclosure at all times of the liability of

the brokers to the extent of some eight millions of dollars

in Brazilian and Nickel justifies the conclusion of the jury

that the advice given to the appellant was not disinter

ested and in good faith and induced the appellant to

remain in the market and resulted in the ultimate loss

The case presents some serious difficulties quite apart

from the findings of the jury One difficulty is whether

or not the plea of the appellant was as matter of law

defence to the claim The claim is put as the balance due

in respect of moneys paid in the purchase of stocks shares

and securities and for brokerage commissions interest etc

The appellant admitted the correctness of the accounts

The respondent contends that the appellants claim for

damages for breach of duty is not defence in law to the

claim but matter for cross-action The defence has been

dealt with throughout however as proper subject matter

by way of defence in whole or in part to the claim It

is always desirable to avoid circuity of action which would

result from compelling the defendant to pay the amount

of the claim and leaving him to cross-action Substan

tially it was one transaction between broker and customer
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and the damages alleged arose if at all out of negligence

or breach of duty by the brokers in connection with the GLENNIE

transaction We cannot give effect to this objection of the MCD
respondent as to the form of the action and defence HONGS

more serious difficulty that presents itself is the DJ
absence of an explicit finding of the causal relation between

the alleged negligence or breach of duty and the damages

assessed The form of the questions submitted to the jury

was not as precise as might be desired but substantially

the answers taken as whole indicate that the jury treat

ing negligence broadly as breach of duty have ascribed

the appellants loss to the extent of the amount of the

debit balance sued upon to the advice given by the brokers

to the appellant

During the argument the nature and extent of the rights

and obligations of brokers to their customers were broadly

discussed by counsel but it is unnecessary for us in this

case to attempt to lay down any general statement The

customer here requested the brokers to sell The brokers

undertook to advise the customer at that time not to sell

for that must be involved in the findings of the jury Hav
ing so undertaken to advise the brokers undoubtedly owed

duty to their customer to advise fully honestly arid in

good faith and the non-disclosure to the customer of their

own substantial interest in the stocks that he was carry

ing and wanted to sell was breach of duty for which the

brokers were liable for any damages suffered by the cus

tomer in consequence of that breach of duty There is no

evidence that the appellant would have taken different

course had disclosure been made to him but once the

interest was shOwn to exist the burden rested upon the

respondent to exonerate the brokers and establish that the

advice given and the mode of handling the account was

not affected by the brokers very large interest in the pools

The fullest and clearest explanation for the non-disclosure

rested upon the respondent and no attempt was made to

give any explanation

therefore think that the judgment directed to be

entered by the learned trial judge dismissing the action

ought to be restored with costs throughout

It is unnecessary in the view take of this appeal tc

consider the question raised by counsel for the appellant
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at the trial and again on the appeal in the court below

GLENN1 and much stressed by him before us that the respondent

McD could not succeed in the action in any case because it had

HOLDINGS not established that McDougall Cowans were in posi

tion at all material times to deliver the stocks to the

DavisJ customer had he tendered payment of the balance of his

account It was contended that the stocks when pur
chased had been pledged by the brokers to their bankers

to such an extent as to deprive the brokers of com

pellable title to the particular stocks purchased for the

appellant should like to say that without further con

sideration of this aspect of the case should not want to

be taken as in agreement with the views expressed on this

question in the court below

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitor for the appellant Smiley

Solicitor for the respondent Lovett


